Introduction
Fusion yield in an inertial confinement fusion experiment primarily comes from the reaction between deuterium (D) and tritium (T) for their significantly greater fusion cross section in the multi-keV energy range. The thermonuclear burn rate, or the fusion power density, is [1] 
with n D,T the number densities of D and T, σv
the fusion reactivity integral, and E f the energy release per fusion reaction. With the cross section σ and energy release E f determined by nuclear physics, the DT fusion yield rate is affected by plasma physics through the product of n D and n T , and the normalized ion velocity distribution functions f D,T /n D,T in the fusion reactivity integral. In a dense ICF plasma, f is close to be a Maxwellian f M , so one can write f = f M + δf with δf = f − f M small in magnitude compared with f M . The fusion reactivity integral can then be written in two parts,
where σv (T i ) is determined by ion temperature T i alone, and σv is a function of the deviation of the distribution function from a Maxwellian (δf D,T ). Distinctly different plasma transport physics enter these three yield factors: n D n T , σv , and σv . 2. Effect of mix on yield via hot spot thermal energy loss -σv Hydrodynamic mix can significantly degrade the fusion yield rate in ICF experiments. The mostrecognized effect is the cooling of the hot spot due to mix-enhanced thermal loss by electron thermal conduction. Since the fusion reactivity σv is a strong function of T i , temperature drop in the multi-keV range can lead to a drastic reduction in σv . The way that mix enhances thermal energy loss from the hot spot is through a much enlarged hot/cold interface Σ, which enters the energy exchanged between hot (gas) and cold (ice) plasma as, Q = Σ κ ⊥e ∇T e · dS.
The rapid (exponential in early stage) growth in Σ can have a large impact on Q. The enhanced hot spot thermal energy loss produces (1) a lower T e and hence T i via electron-ion collisional equilibration in the hot spot, and (2) additional ice mass that is heated up and becomes part of a more massive but cooler hot spot. The trade-off between additional hot spot mass and lowered hot spot temperature can be illustrated with a simplified model that assumes a spatially uniform hot spot, where the volume integrated fusion yield rate is
In the usual ICF range of T i = 1 − 8 keV, σv ∝ T 4 , so the total yield rate of a hot spot with given radius (R hs ) and pressure (p D and p T ) scales as T 2 . Interestingly enough, if one is able to drive a hot spot to T i > 8 keV but < 25 keV, the reactivity tapers off as σv ∝ T 2 , so the temperature dependence of P f cancels out in leading order. Mitigation of mix-enhanced hot spot thermal energy loss, i.e. reducing Q, can be realized by decreasing the electron thermal conductivity κ ⊥e across the mix interface and/or limiting the dynamical growth in Σ. Magnetization of electrons is an effective way of reducing κ ⊥e across the magnetic field. For this to work in an ICF target, the magnetic field needs not only to be strong enough to magnetize the thermal electron, but also to align with the mix interface. It turns out that both self-generated and externally-applied magnetic fields can satisfy that, but by different physical mechanisms. By self-generation, we mean that there is no seed magnetic field, so the Biermann's battery effect [2] , which is attributed to a cross gradient of electron density and temperature, is responsible for a sufficiently large magnetic field that wraps around the bubble and spike of the mix interface [3, 4] . Although it is the electrons that drive the Biermann term, the magnetic field self-generation is closely linked to the ion fluid vorticity [5, 6] . To be more specific, the ion vorticity associated with the interpenetration of hot and cold plasmas under hydrodynamic mix is where the Biermann-battery-induced magnetic flux bundles concentrate. Since the vorticity roll-up is at the mix interface where the flow shear is the largest, the induced magnetic field is aligned with the mix interface. An externally applied seed magnetic field offers valuable control for the field magnitude and hence the level of electron magnetization. Hydrodynamic mix can efficiently amplify the field strength by the conventional magnetohydrodynamic dynamo mechanism, also known as the stretch-and-fold dynamo action. Even more importantly, the stretching action is most active where the flow shear is large, namely at the mix interface, and hence it rapidly aligns the amplified field with the mix interface [6] , which is typical of a chaotic dynamo [7] . The fact that a mix-interface-aligned magnetic field not only reduces thermal loss but also stabilizes the short wavelength Rayleigh-Taylor modes [6, 8] suggests an intriguing strategy to control hydrodynamic mix by external magnetic field, which can be effective even though the magnetic pressure remains orders of magnitude smaller than the kinetic energy density in the implosion flow ρv 2 /2 and the plasma thermal pressure [6] .
3. Effect of mix on yield via fuel ion separation -n D n T For an assembled target with a specific n e = n D +n T , the burn rate is maximized when n D = n T everywhere in the burn region. This optimal fuel arrangement is usually satisfied initially by design in both the gas fill and the ice fuel layer, but the implosion dynamics can drive D and T separation [9, 10] even given the initial condition that n D /n T is a global constant. The underlying physics is inter-species ion diffusion driven by thermodynamic cross terms, namely the ion pressure gradient (baro-diffusion), the ambipolar electric field (electro-diffusion), and the ion and electron temperature gradients (thermo-diffusion). This effect can be quantified in a two-ion component (DT) plasma by following the time evolution of the D relative mass concentration, c ≡ m D n D /ρ with ρ = m D n D + m T n T , ρ ∂c ∂t + ρ u · ∇c + ∇ · i = 0, where u is the plasma flow velocity and the inter-species ion diffusive flux is given by [11, 12, 13] 
The severity of fuel ion separation is determined by two factors: (1) the magnitude and sign of various relative diffusion coefficients (k p , k E , k
T ), and (2) the gradient length scales of ion pressure p i , plasma ambipolar potential Φ, ion and electron temperature. For given two species of ions, k p , k E , k
T are known functions of c only [11, 13, 14] . In a DT mixture, k p and k E are positive and of similar value in the range of (0,0.11). The ion thermo-difusion coefficient k
T is also positive and larger than both k p and k E . The electron thermo-diffusion coefficient k (e) T is negative and of a magnitude slightly smaller than k p and k E . All of the four relative diffusion coefficients achieve maximum value at c = 0.5 − 0.6 [14] .
In a spherically symmetric implosion, the gradient length scales are on the order of the hot spot radius R hs . When hydrodynamic mix is present, hot plasma and cold fuel interpenetrate, forming bubbles and spikes that later develop into a turbulent cascade toward smaller structures. The gradient length scales for p i , Φ, T i , T e are then set by the width of the hot plasma filament l mix , which can be far smaller than the nominal hot spot radius R hs . This rapid scale reduction by hydrodynamic mix aggravates the inter-species ion diffusion and hence DT separation in the hot plasma region. It should be noted that DT fuel ion separation is mostly a problem in the hot plasma where the ion temperature is high. This can be understood from the temperature scaling of the classical DT inter-ion diffusivity, D ∝ T 5/2 . The ice fuel layer suffers little species separation from DT inter-diffusion, until it is heated up into the hot plasma.
Effect of mix on yield via fusion reactivity changes by fast ion transport -σv
The third and last factor in the fusion burn rate p f is σv which accounts for the deviation of the ion distribution from a Maxwellian. In a collisional plasma anticipated for a cryogenic ICF target, δf D,T and hence σv should be negligibly small unless the plasma is close to a hot/cold interface. The exception near the interface is due to the well-known Knudsen layer effect [15, 16] which comes about because the mean-free-path of a tail ion scales as E 2 , so the fast ions from the hot plasma side tend to suffer free-streaming loss into the cold but dense fuel layer. Since fast ions in the Gamow peak (at E g ∼ 3 − 4T i for T i = 10 keV, and even larger E g /T i for lower T i ) contribute the most to σv , the tail ion loss can significantly degrade the fusion reactivity in the hot spot Knudsen layer next to the hot/cold interface. In other words, σv can be negative and has a magnitude that is a substantial fraction of σv in a Knudsen layer of width L Kn = (E g /T i ) 2 λ i , where λ i is the mean-free-path of a thermal ion [17] .
Similar to the fuel ion separation issue, the Knudsen reactivity reduction is less of a concern if the implosion is spherically symmetry for an ignition target in which R hs L Kn > λ i , since the volume affected ∼ 4πR 2 hs L Kn is small compared with the hot spot volume (4/3)πR 3 hs . Hydrodynamic mix can fundamentally alter this picture, as the interface area Σ can grow much larger than 4πR 2 hs as mix progresses. The degree of mix can be characterized by a mix zone width L mix and the typical width l mix of the small scale hot plasma filament in the mix zone. For L mix ∼ R hs and l mix ∼ L Kn , the Knudsen layer effect on fusion reactivity would be present throughout the hot spot. A subtlety arises for cryogenic targets where the escaping fast ions from hot plasma can fuse with the cold DT fuel layer, so while σv is negative on the hot plasma side of the mix interface, it can be positive on the other side [17] . This so-called inverse Knudsen layer effect on fusion reactivity in the cold region can substantially recover the lost reactivity in the hot region if the hot plasma has T i > 8 − 10 keV and the cold fuel reaches T i = 1.5 keV. If the hot plasma is of sub-ignition temperature, say T i = 1 − 2 keV, the Knudsen layer reactivity reduction is the dominant mechanism. This is quantified by the solution of Fokker-Planck equation for a hot plasma surrounded by cold fuel, taking into account pitch angle scattering, slowing down, and energy scattering against background ions and electrons, and the ambipolar electric field [18, 19] .
Summary
Hydrodynamic mix is intrinsically an interfacial phenomenon which can impact fusion yield rate through (1) enhanced thermal loss, (2) fuel ion separation, and (3) modification of fusion reactivity. These bring a number of plasma physics issues to the forefront in order to understand the impact of mix on burn. Among them, we have investigated (1) the subtle role of magnetic field in mitigating thermal loss and controlling mix itself; (2) the fundamental inter-species diffusive transport theory that underlies ion species separation by thermodynamic forces; and (3) the competition between Knudsen and inverse Knudsen effect on fusion reactivity in a mixdominated cryogenic ICF target.
